Spatially correlated MIMO for exploiting the capacity of NLOS ultraviolet turbulent channels.
In order to break through the inherent limitation of channel capacity, we employ a correlated multiple input multiple output (MIMO) framework over non-line-of-sight (NLOS) ultraviolet (UV) turbulent channels. Subsequently, a method of segmented correlation is proposed to define the spatial correlation of UV MIMO structures. Furthermore, the correlation and channel capacity are studied with varying elevation angle, turbulence intensity, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and number of transceiver in pairs (NTPs). The results show that this correlated MIMO framework can obtain higher channel capacity by reducing the elevation angle of the transceivers or increasing turbulence intensity or NTPs. Moreover, channel capacity increases with the SNR. But at low SNR, a larger gain of channel capacity can be provided. Therefore, this paper develops the capacity of UV turbulent channels and provides a guide for optimal parameter configuration of correlated UV MIMO.